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Simultaneous Transmission and Reception:
Algorithm, Design and System Level Performance
Yang-Seok Choi, Member, IEEE, and Hooman Shirani-Mehr, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Full Duplex or Simultaneous transmission and re-
ception (STR) in the same frequency at the same time can
potentially double the physical layer capacity. However, high
power transmit signal will appear at receive chain as echoes
with powers much higher than the desired received signal.
Therefore, in order to achieve the potential gain, it is imperative
to cancel these echoes. As these high power echoes can saturate
low noise amplifier (LNA) and also digital domain echo can-
cellation requires unrealistically high resolution analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), the echoes should be cancelled or suppressed
sufficiently before LNA. In this paper we present a closed-loop
echo cancellation technique which can be implemented purely in
analogue domain. The advantages of our method are multiple-
fold: it is robust to phase noise, does not require additional
set of antennas, can be applied to wideband signals and the
performance is irrelevant to radio frequency (RF) impairments
in transmit chain. Next, we study a few protocols for STR systems
in carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) network and investigate
MAC level throughput with realistic assumptions in both single
cell and multiple cells. We show that STR can reduce hidden
node problem in CSMA network and produce gains of up to
279% in maximum throughput in such networks. Moreover, at
high traffic load, the gain of STR system can be tremendously
large since the throughput of non-STR system is close to zero
at heavy traffic due to severe collisions. Finally, we investigate
the application of STR in cellular systems and study two new
unique interferences introduced to the system due to STR, namely
BS-BS interference and UE-UE interference. We show that these
two new interferences will hugely degrade system performance if
not treated appropriately. We propose novel methods to reduce
both interferences and investigate the performances in system
level. We show that BS-BS interference can be suppressed
sufficiently enough to be less than thermal noise power, and with
favorable UE-UE channel model, capacities close to double are
observed both in downlink (DL) and uplink (UL). When UE-
UE interference is larger than DL co-channel interferences, we
propose a simple and “non-cooperative” technique in order to
reduce UE-UE interference.
Index Terms—Full duplex, Simultaneous Transmission and Re-
ception (STR), Echo cancellation, CSMA, Null forming, Hidden
node.
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CUrrently deployed wired and wireless communicationsystems employ half duplex. Namely, either frequency
division duplex (FDD) or time division duplex (TDD) has
been used for separate transmission and reception. In FDD
and TDD, transmitted signal does not interfere with received
signal due to orthogonal use of time/frequency resources for
transmission and reception. Since two orthogonal channels are
needed in half duplex systems, twice of time and/or frequency
resources are required in half duplex compared to full duplex
systems. It is clear that the capacity can be doubled by
simultaneous transmission and reception in the same frequency
at the same time.
A. Benefits of Full Duplex
STR or full duplex systems not only improve the physical
layer capacity but also provide other important benefits in
layers beyond physical layer [1]. For example, STR can reduce
or completely eliminate hidden node problem which is typical
issue in CSMA networks such as wireless local area networks
(WLAN). When a node receives a packet designated to it and
meanwhile has a packet to transmit, by having STR capability
it can transmit the packet while receiving the designated
packet. This not only provides twice throughput but also
enables hidden nodes to better detect active nodes in their
neighborhoods. On the other hand, when the node has no
packet to send, it can transmit a dummy signal so that any
hidden node can detect the activity in its vicinity and realize
that the channel is in use.
Another benefit of STR is significant reduction in end-to-
end delay in multi-hop networks [1]. In half duplex systems,
each node can start transmission of a packet to the next node
only when it is fully received from the previous node in
network. Therefore, the end-to-end delay is equal to packet
duration multiplied by the number of hops. However, when
STR is employed, a node can forward a packet while receiving
it, and consequently the end-to-end delay in STR systems can
be just a bit longer than the packet duration. This will be
a huge advantage over half duplex systems especially as the
number of hops grows. Meanwhile, the forwarded packet to
next node can play a role of implicit acknowledgement (ACK)
to previous node as well.
Interesting application of STR includes channel sensing
in cognitive radio systems [1]. In cognitive radios, active
secondary users have to release the spectrum when primary
users start their transmissions. Without STR capability, it is
a challenge for secondary users to detect activity of primary
users while they are using the spectrum for their own commu-
nications. However, STR enabled secondary users can scan the
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activities of primary users frequently (even as they transmit)
and stop their transmissions immediately once they detect
primary users’ transmissions.
Likewise, STR makes the device discovery easier in device-
to-device (D2D) systems. This is due to the fact that in
D2D systems, when user equipment (UE) has STR capability,
it can discover neighboring UEs easily by monitoring UL
signals from proximate UEs without stopping its own UL
transmission.
It is interesting to note that STR techniques can be used for
interference cancellation in co-existence of multiple radios in
the same device. Multiple radios such as WLAN, Bluetooth,
GPS receiver, 2G and 3G cellular transceivers are put into
the same device particularly a small handheld device type [2].
Although those radios operate at different RF carriers, due to
proximity of transceivers in the same device, they can still
interfere with each other. This interference can be treated as
echo since the transmitted signal from a radio is arrived at
other radios in the same device. Hence, by using the proposed
technique in this paper, the co-existence issues in the same
device can be resolved.
Multiband support requires large number of switched du-
plexers in FDD, resulting in quite complicated RF architecture,
increased cost and form factor [3], [4]. Multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) and carrier aggregation techniques aggravate
the situation. However, by STR techniques duplexer free
systems are possible by cancelling transmitted signal appeared
at receive band.
B. Prior Arts and Proposed Method
Despite all the advantages mentioned, implementation of
STR has its own challenges. The main difficulty in STR
system is echo cancellation at receive chain. The strongest
echo is introduced to the system when transmitted signal is
leaked into receive chain through circulator. This causes a
large interference to the desired received signal as the echo
power level is much higher than desired received signal. For
example, with 46 dBm output power at power amplifier (PA),
assuming 25 dB isolation at circulator, the echo power will
be 21 dBm. In addition to the aforementioned echoes, echoes
can be caused by impedance mismatch at antenna. Besides,
transmitted signal can bounce off objects such as buildings
and mountains, and return to the antenna as echoes at receive
chain. Hence, without echo cancellation, the received signal
cannot be decoded. Furthermore, in order to avoid saturation
at LNA and high resolution ADC, echo cancellation should be
performed before LNA. Therefore, it is imperative to cancel
echoes in analogue domain in order for STR systems to be
commercially deployable.
An off-the-shelf hardware [5] is available for RF interfer-
ence cancellation in analogue and can be used for echo cancel-
lation in RF. However, it is a narrowband interference canceller
and performs interference cancellation by adjusting phase and
magnitude of interference. Thus, the performance of echo
cancellation in wideband signals is very limited. In [1] about
20 dB echo suppression is reported for 5 MHz IEEE 802.15.4
signals. In addition, this narrowband interference canceller can
create higher sidelobe power than in-band interference power
[1].
An STR implementation in analogue assuming separate
transmit and receive antennas was reported in [3] claiming
37 dB suppression by the RF echo canceller itself. Recently,
[6] presented an open-loop technique for full duplex MIMO. A
hardware based experiment shows 50 dB of echo suppression.
In [1], the echo cancellation using transmit beamforming is
studied. This technique uses two transmit antennas and one
receive antenna. The additional two transmit antennas create a
null toward receive antenna, resulting in reduced echo power
at receive chain. However, the transmitted signal is not omni-
directionally transmitted due to the transmit beamforming.
When the intended receiver is located in the null direction,
signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) loss is inevitable. Addi-
tionally, the transmit beamforming is narrowband beamform-
ing. Thus, it is not suitable for wideband signal. Since this
technique needs separate transmit and receive antenna set,
increased form factor is unavoidable. Nonetheless, the echo
suppression of 20 ∼ 30 dB by this technique is not promising.
However, with the aids from digital baseband cancellation and
the narrowband noise canceller [5], the imperfect prototype
achieves 1.84 times of throughput compared to half duplex
system throughput. A scalable design to MIMO using extra
antennas with special placement antennas is proposed in [7].
In [8], assuming variable delay line, one-tap echo canceller
is suggested. It is shown that 45 dB suppression of echo is
achieved by using heuristic approach in adaptive parameter
adjustment. The throughput measurements in [8] show 111%
gain in downlink.
Another prior work [9] proposed to cancel echo before
LNA. Firstly, to avoid saturation at LNA, separate transmit
and receive antennas with large displacement are used. Various
antenna orientations are investigated in [10]. The receiver
estimates the echo channel at every subcarrier using OFDM
signal. Using another transmit radio chain, an echo cancelling
OFDM signal is generated based on the estimated channels of
echo path and the additional radio, and added to the receive
chain before LNA. The measured echo cancellation is about
31 ∼ 32 dB in [9] and 24 dB in [10]. This type of open-loop
technique is directly sensitive to impairments as it relies on
high accurate echo channel estimation. Since the suppression
in this case is not sufficient to realize the full duplex gain, other
mechanisms such as digital domain cancellation and separate
transmit/receive antenna have to be incorporated.
Without using additional antennas, we propose an adaptive
echo cancellation technique that can be implemented in ana-
logue domain for wideband signals. The proposed technique
is a closed-loop technique which provides more robustness
to impairments than open-loop techniques. Furthermore, the
proposed technique is scalable to any MIMO system.
C. Applications to Multicell Communications
As mentioned earlier, with perfect echo cancellation, STR
systems can achieve the doubled capacity especially in isolated
links such as point-to-point communications and wireless
backhaul. However, in cellular systems the situation is differ-
ent. In addition to the regular co-channel interference present
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in half duplex systems, namely base station (BS) to UE and
UE to BS interferences, there are two unique and serious
interferences caused by system operation in full duplex mode:
one is BS-BS and the other is UE-UE.
On one hand, due to STR at BSs, neighboring BSs’ DL
signals interfere with desired UL signal at home BS. This
is called BS-BS interference and is extremely severe. Firstly,
unlike BS to UE channel (downlink or uplink), BS-to-BS
channel is closer to line-of-sight (LoS) with much smaller path
loss. Secondly, the transmit power and antenna gain at BS is
much larger than those of UE. Hence, the interferences from
neighboring BSs to home BS easily dominate desired weak
UL signal. Hence, without cancelling BS-BS interferences,
UL communication is impossible. In this paper we suggest
a solution for BS-BS interferences and provide system level
evaluations for STR systems with and without BS-BS inter-
ference cancellation.
On the other hand, in STR systems, UL signal transmitted
by a UE creates interference to DL signals received at other
UEs i.e., DL signal will be corrupted by proximate UL
signals. This is called UE-UE interference and results in loss
of DL capacity. Unfortunately, with simple transceiver and
omni-directional single antenna at UE, no fancy transmit and
receive beamforming can be utilized in UE to handle UE-
UE interference. Therefore, one option to confront UE-UE
interference is to coordinate between neighboring BSs such
that scheduler avoids scheduling proximate UE pairs that cause
serious UE-UE interference to each other. However, in this
paper we propose a non-cooperative technique which, despite
its simplicity, can hugely reduce UE-UE interference and
greatly improve DL capacity.
Unlike cellular systems, the aforesaid BS-BS and UE-UE
interferences are absent in CSMA network such as WLAN
systems even when multiple co-channel cells are deployed.
The reason is that due to CSMA protocol, access points (APs)
or terminals will hold their transmissions if they hear any
transmission from other proximate APs or terminals. In fact
owing to STR, the hidden node issue can be easily solved.
Of course collisions still can happen between nodes due to
other factors such as propagation delay and some delay in
header decoding. However, this is common problem even
without employing STR. In this paper we investigate a few
protocols and demonstrate how STR can reduce the hidden
node problem. We show that the throughput is improved
even with the assumptions of asynchronous packet arrival
and some delay in decoding header or decision on channel
activity. Unlike [11] where detail issues such as variable packet
length, fairness and scheduler design are addressed, we study
the hidden and exposed node issues in simplified model of
CSMA which renders comparisons with theoretical throughput
expression.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II analogue
domain echo cancellation technique is described together with
performance evaluations. In Section III, the application of STR
to CSMA network for reduction of hidden node problem is
discussed and throughput improvements are demonstrated with
multiple cell simulations. Section IV presents the solutions
for BS-BS and UE-UE interferences. Finally, conclusions are
provided in Section V.
II. ECHO CANCELLATION IN ANALOGUE DOMAIN
Echo cancellation is a well-known topic studied extensively
in the literature and proved technology in the field. Despite the
comprehensive investigations, the derivation of algorithms and
implementations are performed in digital baseband. However,
as described previously in Section I, the echoes should be
cancelled before LNA i.e. in analogue domain. Implementing
digital signal processing techniques in analogue domain is
very challenging due to RF impairments and the fact that
only limited mathematical operations are allowed in analogue
domain. In this section, we derive echo cancellation techniques
in analogue domain and show that our method can cancel
echoes very effectively even with RF impairments.
A. System Model and Wiener Solution in Analogue
The transmitted signal in passband can be written as
x(t) = Re{(xi(t) + jxq(t)) e
−jωt} (1)
= xi(t) cos(ωt) + xq(t) sin(ωt) (2)
where Re{·} represents the real part, ω is the carrier frequency
in radian/sec, and xi(t) and xq(t) are baseband in-phase
and quadrature phase signals, respectively. Without loss of
generality, we assume one echo with unknown gain and delay.
Then, the received signal y(t) at receive chain can be modeled
as
y(t) = gx(t− τ) + r(t) + n(t) (3)
where g and τ are the unknown gain and delay of the
echo, respectively, r(t) is the desired received signal and
n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In this paper
we cancel the echo in passband by creating estimated echo
signal using multiple replica of x(t) with different delays and
subtracting it from the signal corrupted by echo. For instance,
the echo can be estimated by a linear combination of x(t−τ1)
and x(t − τ2) where τk is the delay of k-th tap. In order to
rotate the phases of x(t− τ1) and x(t− τ2), we also need to
use the Hilbert transform of x(t − τ1) and x(t − τ2). Then,
the estimated echo using two taps can be written as
e(t) = w1ix(t−τ1)+w1qxˆ(t−τ1)+w2ix(t−τ2)+w2qxˆ(t−τ2)
(4)
where wki and wkq are in-phase and quadrature component of
k-th tap weight, and xˆ(t) = xi(t) sin(ωt) − xq(t) cos(ωt) is
the Hilbert transform of x(t). Then, the echo canceller output
can be expressed as
z(t) = y(t)− e(t). (5)
In order to simplify derivation of the weights wki and
wkq , we transform the passband model to equivalent complex
baseband model. The transmitted complex baseband signal
X(t) is defined by
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Fig. 1. Performance of Wiener filter: (a) Effect of normalized tap delay difference and number of taps (b) Effect of echo delay location in two tap Wiener
filter with normalized tap delay difference equal to 0.1.
X(t) = xi(t) + jxq(t). (6)
Then, from (3), the received signal in complex baseband is in
the form of
Y (t) = gX(t− τ)ejωτ +R(t) +N(t) (7)
where R(t) and N(t) are complex baseband versions of
desired received signal and AWGN, respectively. Likewise, we
can develop the complex baseband model of the echo canceller
output from (4) and (5) as follows
Z(t) = Y (t)−W1X(t− τ1)e
jωτ1 −W2X(t− τ2)e
jωτ2 . (8)
After some manipulations, it is not difficult to show that Wk =
wki+ jwkq . For the concise representation, the echo canceller
output can be written in vector form as
Z(t) = Y (t)− WTX(t) (9)
where superscript (·)T represents transpose, W = [W1 W2]T
and X(t) = [X(t− τ1)ejωτ1 X(t− τ2)ejωτ2 ]T .
Although it is not possible to implement Wiener solution
in analogue domain, minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
solution provides valuable insights on the performance and
design parameters. Minimizing the power of the echo canceller
output means that the echo is cancelled. This is due to the fact
that unknown desired receive signal r(t) and AWGN cannot be
cancelled by linear combination of {x(t− τk)} as {x(t− τk)}
is uncorrelated with r(t) and noise. Therefore, we define the
cost function which minimizes the power of the echo canceller
output as
min
W
E{|Z(t)|2} = min
W
E{|Y (t)− WTX(t)|2}. (10)
In Appendix A the derivation of Wiener solution in analogue
domain is presented. Echo cancellation performance is shown
in Fig. 1 where the suppression level is defined by
Suppression = Echo Power
Residual Echo Power (11)
=
E{|gX(t− τ)|2}
E{|gX(t− τ)ejωτ − WTX(t)|2}
. (12)
The suppression is not a function of the carrier frequency and
echo power as shown in Appendix A. Rather, it is a function
of delay difference between taps and the number of them. Fig.
1 (a) exhibits suppression as a function of tap delay difference
normalized by signal bandwidth (B) assuming that the echo
delay is in the middle of the first and second tap delay. As it
can be observed from the figure, smaller normalized tap delay
difference (B|τ2 − τ1|) and larger number of taps provide
better echo suppression. Even with two taps, the suppression
level close to 90 dB can be achieved with the normalized
tap delay difference equal to 0.01 which means 1 nsec of
delay difference between taps in 10 MHz bandwidth systems.
This is equivalent to 100 times oversampling in digital signal
processing. It is apparent that as the tap delay difference goes
to zero the suppression level goes to infinity (i.e. no residual
echo). We emphasize that having a small tap delay difference
is not a challenging issue. For example, assuming the speed
of electromagnetic (EM) wave in transmission line is equal to
the speed of light, 3mm difference in length will yield 10 pico
second delay difference. In Fig. 1 (b) the effect of echo delay
on echo canceller performance is illustrated assuming that the
normalized tap delay difference is 0.1. In reality the delay of
echo is unknown. However, typical value or range of values of
circulator delay can be measured. Interestingly, when the tap
delay coincides with the true delay of the echo, even with only
two taps suppression beyond 150 dB can be easily achieved.
The reason that even when τ is equal to either τ1 or τ2 the
suppression is not infinity is that τ2 − τ1 is not approaching
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zero. It is simple to show that when the delay of either taps
coincides with the echo delay, one tap echo canceller instead
of two tap echo canceller has infinity suppression level.
In two tap Wiener filter, we study the impact of number of
echoes under the condition of same total echo powers. Assume
one echo having delay τ located in the middle of neighboring
two taps
Y1(t) = X(t− τ)e
jωτ (13)
where τ = (τ1 + τ2)/2. Without loss of generality assume
E{|X(t)|2} = 1. Let us add one more echo with the same
power as the first echo but closer to the second tap with
arbitrary phase ϑ and delay τ + δ where 0 < δ < (τ2 − τ1)/2
and τ2 > τ1. Then, the received echo signal becomes
Y2(t) = X(t− τ)e
jωτ +X(t− τ − δ)ejω(τ+δ)+ϑ. (14)
The power of Y2(t) is
E{|Y2(t)|
2} = 2 (1 + cos(ωδ + ϑ)Sinc(Bδ)) . (15)
Depending on the phase ωδ + ϑ, the new echo can reduce
total echo power. However, we consider the worst case i.e.
cos(ωδ + ϑ) = 1. Note Sinc(Bδ) > 0 due to the assumption
Bδ < 1. For fair comparison, we normalize Y2(t) such that
maximum power of Y2(t) is equal to the power of Y1(t)
Y2(t) = c
(
X(t− τ)ejωτ +X(t− τ − δ)ejωτ
) (16)
where c = 1/
√
2 + 2Sinc(Bδ). Then, Y1(t) and Y2(t) have
the same power but Y1(t) has one echo in the middle of taps
while Y2(t) contains two echoes: one in the middle of the taps
and the other closer to either taps.
The cross correlation vector can be written as
RY2X = E{Y2(t)XH(t)} = cejωτ (rY X + rY2X)D (17)
where r
Y X and D are defined in Appendix A and
r
Y2X
= [Sinc(B(τ + δ − τ1)) Sinc(B(τ + δ − τ2))]. (18)
It is not difficult to show the residual echo powers of Y1(t)
and Y2(t) as following
mse1 = 1− rY X r
−1
XX
rH
Y X
(19)
and,
mse2 =
mse1 +mse0 + 2(Sinc(Bδ)− rY2X r
−1
XX
rH
Y X
)
2 + 2Sinc(Bδ)
, (20)
respectively where mse0 = 1 − rY2X r
−1
XX
rH
Y2X
which is the
residual echo power of the second echo when the first echo is
not present.
From Fig. 2 it is clear that as the second echo moves toward
the second tap, the residual echo power is reduced. Notice that
δ = 0 means that only one echo exists. Hence, the assumption
of one echo in the middle of neighboring taps is the worst
simulation condition. This is from the fact that echo closer
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Fig. 2. Effect of two echoes in two tap Wiener filter.
to either tap is easier to estimate as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The
argument can be easily extended to arbitrary number of echoes
with arbitrary echo powers located between neighboring taps.
B. Adaptive Echo Cancellation in Analogue
In the previous subsection ideal phase shifter is assumed for
Hilbert transform. However, due to phase imbalance in phase
shifter, Hilbert transform of x(t − τk) will not be orthogonal
to x(t − τk). To overcome the phase imbalance problem we
use multiple phase shifters. As far as those phases are not
identical, by a linear combination of the multiple phase shifter
outputs we can rotate and scale x(t−τk) even with large phase
imbalances. Assuming K taps and M phase shifters per tap,
m-th phase shifter output at k-th tap can be written as
xk,m(t) = gk,m{xi(t− τk) cos(ω(t− τk)− θk,m)
+xq(t− τk) sin(ω(t− τk)− θk,m)} (21)
where gk,m is phase shifter gain to represent amplitude imbal-
ance, and θk,m, which can be modeled as πm/M + φk,m, is
phase shift including phase imbalance φk,m. It is clear that
with M = 3, as far as the phase imbalance is less than
30◦, those three phases will not be identical. By a linear
combination of phase shifter outputs, echo can be estimated
as follows
e(t) =
K∑
k=1
M∑
m=1
wk,mxk,m(t) (22)
where wk,m is real valued weight for k-th tap and m-th phase
shifter. The complex baseband model of echo canceller output
z(t) can be developed from (5) and (22) as
Z(t) = Y (t)−
K∑
k=1
M∑
m=1
wk,mXk,m(t). (23)
where Xk,m(t) is complex baseband version of xk,m(t). The
real and imaginary parts of Xk,m(t) can be written as
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Xk,m,i(t) = gk,m{xi(t− τk) cos(ωτk + θk,m)
−xq(t− τk) sin(ωτk + θk,m)}, (24)
and
Xk,m,q(t) = gk,m{xi(t− τk) sin(ωτk + θk,m)
+xq(t− τk) cos(ωτk + θk,m)}, (25)
respectively. Since implementing Wiener filter in analogue
domain is quite difficult if not impossible, it is desirable
to design techniques which are implementable in analogue
domain. For this end, we apply well-known steepest-descent
method to the cost function (10). This leads to
wk,m = wk,m −
µ
2
∂|Z(t)|2
∂wk,m
= wk,m + µRe{X
∗
k,m(t)Z(t)} (26)
where µ is step-size and superscript (·)∗ represents complex
conjugate. Notice that cross correlation Re{X∗k,m(t)Z(t)} can
be served as echo channel estimation at k-th tap delay of m-
th phase shifter output. Since it is quite noisy estimation due
to random signal x(t), noise and impairments which will be
discussed in next subsection, the noisy estimation is low-pass
filtered by integrator with small step-size µ as shown in (26).
Together with (26), (5) leads to the block diagram of the
adaptive echo cancellation in analogue domain shown in Fig.
3. Note that the multipliers in the outputs of phase shifters are
in fact variable attenuators since the magnitudes of weights
can be limited to less than 1 by design. Also notice that as
the step-size µ is much less than 1, it can be implemented by
a fixed attenuator. Overall, it is quite clear that the proposed
structure is implementable.
C. Impairments
Unfortunately, however, {Xk,m(t)} and Z(t) cannot be
obtained due to phase noise, phase/amplitude imbalances in
downconverter. With unknown phase error φz,i and φz,q in in-
phase and quadrature phase respectively, and unknown gains
of gz,i and gz,q in in-phase and quadrature phase respectively,
following signal has to be used
Z˜(t) = gz,iRe{Z(t)e
−j(φz,i+ϕz(t))}
+jgz,qIm{Z(t)e
−j(φz,q+ϕz(t))} (27)
where Im{·} represents imaginary part and ϕz(t) is phase
noise. Similarly, we can define X˜k,m(t). In addition, although
all downconverters are driven by the same oscillator, each
downconverter may have different phase rotation. Hence,
effectively following will be performed
wk,m = wk,m + µRe{X˜
∗
k,m(t)Z˜(t)e
j∆k,m} (28)
where ∆k,m is the phase difference between downconverter for
Z(t) and downconverter for Xk,m(t). It is desirable to have
∆k,m < 45
◦ in order to avoid divergence or slow convergence.
Next, the effect of phase distortion in the variable attenuator
is investigated. In wideband variable attenuator [12], different
attenuation causes different phase rotation ejφ(wk,m). Thus the
second term in the right-hand side of (28) is changed to
µRe
{
X˜∗k,m(t)Z˜(t)e
j(∆k,m−φ(wk,m))
(
1− jwk,m
φ(wk,m)
∂wk,m
)}
.
(29)
As in [12], the phase distortion can be modeled as a linear
function of attenuation in log scale. For example, assuming
0◦ and 50◦ phase rotations at 3 dB and 38 dB attenuations
respectively leads to
wk,m = wk,m + µRe
{
X˜∗k,m(t)Z˜(t)e
j(∆k,m−φ(wk,m)+12
◦)
}
.
(30)
The additional phase rotation due to the phase distortion in the
attenuator can be absorbed in ∆k,m. The phase distortion is
large when the attenuation is large. However, when the attenu-
ation is large, its contribution to echo estimation is small. Thus,
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the phase distortion at high attenuation can be ignored. The
values of above mentioned impairments are unknown. Hence,
we do not take any attempt to compensate those impairments
in our study. Simply, the outputs of downconverters which
include all those impairments are used to train the weights.
Although the second terms in the right hand side of (26)
and (30) are quite different due to impairments, as far as the
signs of the second terms are same, the adaptive technique
can converge as explained in Appendix B. This is why the
proposed method exhibits immunity to impairments unlike
open loop techniques.
The fixed phase shifter, combiner, splitter and coupler are
quite linear components. In [12], the input third order intercept
point (IIP3) of the variable attenuator is 50 dBm which means
with 0 dBm input power non-linear distortion power can be
less than -100 dBm. Hence, 0 dBm input power at the variable
attenuator is maintained.
At the output of every component, noise with power of
kTBG(F − 1) is added where kTB represents thermal noise
power over bandwidth B, G is power gain and F is noise
factor. In passive components including the variable attenuator
F = 1/G is assumed. The loss of power in component is
specified in Fig. 3. N -way combiner and splitter are assumed
to have loss of 10 log10N per branch (not shown in Fig. 3).
The noise figure of downconverter is assumed to be 9 dB.
As shown in Fig. 3 (b), 20 dB of noise above thermal noise
is added at the integrator output. For the noise in baseband
multipliers and adder we equivalently add 20 dB of noise
above thermal noise.
BS and AP may not need to support multiple bands in
a given operator and deployment. However, terminal will
need to support multiple bands. Multiband support is more
pronounced in cellular systems. It is more challenging to
have good antenna match over multiple bands in terminal.
Hence, dominant echo can come from antenna mismatching
in terminals. Considering terminal, we assume echo power
of only 15 dB lower than transmit power mainly due to
antenna mismatching although typical broadband commercial
circulator has isolation of 20 ∼ 25 dB with fractional dB of
insertion loss. Notice that BS and AP can accommodate bulky
circulator which can provide more than 40 dB isolation and
will need to tune antenna for fewer number of bands usually.
By better antenna match and smaller leakage in circulator, the
6 and 3 dB loss of signal power in couplers in transmit and
receive path respectively can be reduced by increasing the loss
of coupler in echo estimation path.
Table I shows phase imbalances in phase shifters (φk,m) and
corresponding downconverters’ in-phase and quadrature phase
imbalances(φx,k,m,i, φx,k,m,q) relative to in-phase of transmit
signal. The phase rotation difference ∆k,m is specified as
well. Amplitude imbalances in phase shifters (gk,m) and
corresponding downconverters’ in-phase and quadrature phase
amplitude imbalances (gx,k,m,i, gx,k,m,q) relative to in-phase
of transmit signal are tabulated in Table I. In the downconverter
for z(t), phase imbalances of −0.9◦ and 0.1◦, and amplitude
imbalances of -0.1 dB and 0.4 dB are assumed for in-phase and
quadrature phase, respectively. In transmit chain, it is assumed
that the quadrature phase has 1.5◦ phase and 0.8 dB amplitude
imbalance relative to in-phase. Note that phase and amplitude
imbalances larger than commercially available components are
assumed. Regarding DC-offset, zero DC-offset is considered
which can be achieved by DC blocking capacitor.
From the derivation of adaptive echo cancellation, no re-
striction on transmitted signal is imposed. Hence, even if
transmitted signal x(t) is contaminated by impairments such as
phase/amplitude imbalance, non-linear distortion, phase noise,
and additional noise above thermal noise, the performance in
analogue domain is unaffected as long as the bandwidth is
remained the same. Of course, when the signal bandwidth
is changed due to impairments, the tap delay difference
|τk+1 − τk| should be adjusted accordingly to maintain the
same normalized tap delay difference. In adaptive echo can-
cellation and Wiener filter, the echo x(t− τ) is estimated by
linear combination of {x(t−τk)}. Thus, it is important for the
input signal to echo estimation path to be identical to the input
signal to echo channel path. However, in digital domain echo
cancellation, this property cannot be met. This is a significant
advantage over digital domain echo cancellation where the
digital baseband signal which goes to echo estimation path
does not contain all RF impairments in transmit chain.
D. Simulations
Instead of training sequence, 10 MHz random OFDM
signals with 102 active subcarriers and QPSK symbols are
transmitted. A white noise 20 dB above thermal noise is
added to OFDM signal right after power amplifier as a
transmit noise. At the output of circulator two echoes are
created in simulations and an echo canceller with three taps is
considered. The first echo with -4.2 dBm power is located in
the middle of the first and second tap delay, and the second
echo with -44 dBm power is located in the middle of the
second and third tap delay. We set the normalized tap delay
difference B|τk+1 − τk| to be 0.025 which is equivalent of
40 times oversampling in delay domain. This means that the
delay spread is 2.5 nsec. Note that with three taps we can
cancel echoes of 5 nsec delay spread at least.
In Fig. 4 (a) simulation results of adaptive echo cancellation
in analogue domain are demonstrated. Assuming 12.5% of
guard interval 2× 105 symbols translate 2.32 sec. Aforemen-
tioned all impairments excluding phase noise are assumed.
When unlimited dynamic range is assumed in the variable
attenuator without noise, the in-band residual echo power is
far less than thermal noise power -104 dBm. In this case,
more than 110 dB of suppression which is close to Wiener
filter solution is possible (see Fig. 1 (a)). When impairments
do not limit the performance, the adaptive echo cancellation
can converge to Wiener solution. The suppression level in
Wiener filter is not a function of absolute power of echo but
the number of taps and the normalized tap delay difference.
The result demonstrates that the phase/amplitude imbalances
and phase distortion are not limiting factors.
When RF impairments do not limit performance, it is not
difficult to show that more suppression of echo can be achieved
by smaller normalized tap delay difference as demonstrated
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TABLE I
PHASE/AMPLITUDE IMBALANCES : IN THE ORDER OF PHASE SHIFTER/DOWNCONVERTER I/Q
Phase Imbalances & ∆k,m Amplitude Imbalances
k φk,m, φx,k,m,i, φx,k,m,q , ∆k,m gk,m, gx,k,m,i, gx,k,m,q
m = 1 m = 2 m = 3 m = 1 m = 2 m = 3
Tap 1 -1, 0.6, 0.3, 30◦ 10, 0.1, 1.1, -30◦ 5, 0.25, -0.75, 15◦ -0.5, 0.2, 0.7 dB 1, 0.1, 0.6 dB 1, 0.23, -0.27 dB
Tap 2 11, -0.5, 0.5, 10◦ -2, 0.5, -0.4, 23◦ 2, -0.15, 0.8, -17◦ -1, -0.1, 0.4 dB 0.5, 0.5, -0.1 dB 2, 1, 0.5 dB
Tap 3 2, -0.8, 0.2, -25◦ 12, -0.2, 0.8, 19◦ -5, 0.7, -0.2, -30◦ 1.5, -0.3, 0.2 dB -0.2, -0.2, 0.3 dB 2, 0.4, -0.1 dB
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Fig. 4. Adaptive analogue echo canceller with 3 taps, B|τk+1 − τk | = 0.025 and two echoes (-4.2 and -44 dBm): (a) Convergence (b) Spectrum.
in Wiener filter section. This is one of benefits in analogue
domain echo cancellation since high oversampling for digital
domain processing is not feasible. However, by decreasing the
normalized tap delay difference, convergence becomes slower
while echo cancellation performance improves. This slower
convergence is typical behavior of larger eigenvalue spread of
auto-correlation matrix of tap input in adaptive filter [13]. It is
clear that by decreasing the normalized tap delay difference,
the eigenvalue spread of the auto-correlation matrix of tap
input (A.5) becomes larger.
By adding noise, however, we observe slow convergence
and higher floor. When the dynamic range of the attenuator
is limited to 35 dB(i.e. 3 ∼ 38 dB attenuation), fluctuation is
noticeable since the limited dynamic range will interfere the
convergence behavior especially when weights have to change
signs. It is clear that as the residual echo power becomes
smaller, the variance of the residual echo power increases.
This is due to the fact that as the echo power is reduced,
SNR from echo point of view worsens. When noise becomes
effective, the variance can be reduced by smaller step-size
[13]. As seen in Fig. 4 (a) the residual echo power can be
less than -90 dBm when the step-size is reduced by half at
1.5 × 105 symbol. Simple noise analysis shows that heavy
noise at weight calculation block (20 dB of noise before and
after integrator) governs the absolute value of residual echo
power as it reduces the SNR of residual echo and directly
affects the weight calculation (30). It is critical to reduce
the noise at baseband and improve the dynamic range of
the attenuation. Fig. 4 (b) exhibits the spectrum when the
residual echo power is -90 dBm. It is interesting to note that
the out-of-band power of z(t) at vicinity of in-band is equal
to thermal noise (=-174 dBm/Hz) even if transmit noise is -
154 dBm/Hz. This demonstrates that the transmit noise above
thermal noise can be cancelled as well. However, the noise
power at frequencies far from in-band is a bit higher than
thermal noise. Note that the cost function (10) will be driven
by high power component in frequency. Hence, the weights
are mainly influenced by in-band signal. Thus, as far as out-
of-band power is smaller than in-band power, weights will be
chosen to reduce in-band power. In addition, the normalized
delay difference is not sufficiently small to cancel out-of-
band noise. Therefore, less reduction of echo in out-of-band
is possible. It is clear that the proposed structure is enough
for duplexer free systems and device co-existence problem.
However, the residual echo power is too high to operate STR
unless the noise at baseband is decreased and the dynamic
range in the attenuator is improved.
We bring attention to the prototypes in [1], [8], [9] where ad-
ditional 20 ∼ 30 dB of echo suppression is achieved by digital
domain echo cancellation. When the power of z(t) is less than
a threshold, the analogue weight update is disconnected and
digital domain echo cancellation is enabled. By disconnecting
from analogue update circuit, the heavy noise from baseband
and other impairments will not appear in receive chain via
weights. Also by turning off the analogue weight calculation
block and multiple downconverters, power consumption can be
reduced. In this paper simple open-loop technique is applied
for digital domain echo cancellation. The echo channel at
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every subcarrier is estimated and this estimation is averaged
over time. From the estimated echo channel, echo signal is
estimated at every subcarrier and subtracted from received
signal. The joint simulation of analogue and digital echo
cancellation is shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that the residual
echo power is less than thermal noise. In fact due to large
noise figure in receive chain (5 dB in BS and 9 dB in UE
for example), the background noise will be -99 dBm and
-95 dBm respectively. This will give us more tolerance in
phase/amplitude imbalance in transmit chain.
E. Phase noise and Time varying channel
In this subsection, phase noise is added on top of the previ-
ous simulation conditions. Phase noise is assumed to be white
Gaussian noise with root mean square (rms) equal to 2 degree.
All downconverters are assumed to have independent phase
noises. From Fig. 6, when noise free and unlimited attenuation
range in variable attenuator are assumed, the convergence
behavior is almost identical to the case without phase noise
(see Fig. 4 (a)). It is evident that the white phase noise is
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Fig. 7. Time varying echo channel.
not a limiting factor. As explained in Appendix B, the phase
noise effectively reduces the average power of echo channel
estimation (B.5). This means that the SNR from residual echo
point of view is smaller when noise is present. Hence, in
this case noise at baseband becomes more prominent than the
case without phase noise. The main reason why the proposed
method is less sensitive to phase noise is that the phase noise
does not directly appear at weights. Rather, the phase noise is
low-pass filtered with small step-size µ which controls the
bandwidth of the low pass filter. Hence, unlike open-loop
techniques, the closed-loop techniques such as adaptive filter
has good level of immunity to impairments. In [14] an analysis
on the phase noise impact to echo suppression is reported when
open-loop technique is applied. From the analysis, only 26 dB
of echo suppression is possible when rms phase noise is 2◦.
Note that open-loop technique is directly sensitive to various
impairments as impairments deteriorate the accuracy of echo
channel estimation.
Next, we consider the effect of time varying channel. The
echoes reflected from objects in time varying wireless channel
and coming back to receive antenna have large path loss
due to round trip. Since these objects introduce additional
loss and also orientations of the objects are not always po-
sitioned toward receive antenna, in general these echoes have
relatively small powers. In all other proposals which employ
separate transmit and receive antenna, all echoes, including
the strongest echo, come from over-the-air channel. Therefore,
the strongest echo can be more time variant compared to
our proposal. This is due to the fact that, in our proposal
the strongest echo comes from RF components inside device
which usually has good shielding and consequently, much less
time variation of echo channel is expected. Nonetheless, to
demonstrate the capability of tracking time varying echoes,
we simulate time varying echo channels. The time varying
impulse response is shown in Fig. 7. The first echo has 4.7
dB of dynamic range while the second echo has 14 dB of
power change over 2×105 OFDM symbols. First, let us focus
on the case when unlimited attenuation range and noise free
are assumed. Since the prediction of time varying channel is
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not possible, higher residual echo power is unavoidable. In
addition, the second echo power is growing. Thus, when the
residual power of the second echo becomes more dominant
than that of the first echo, the residual echo power is increased
as well since the supersession level is fixed regardless of
absolute power of echo. For faster tracking the step-size is
increased in this simulation.
As addressed earlier limited range of attenuation interferes
smooth change of sign of weights. Hence, glitches in conver-
gence are observed as seen in Fig. 4 (a). Although adaptive
algorithm quickly stabilizes the convergence owing to negative
feedback, for smoother tracking of time varying channel it
is desirable to increase the attenuation range. Therefore, we
assumed 45 dB range of attenuation. As seen in Fig. 6, even
in this severe time varying channel, our proposed technique
converges very well. In general, adaptive filter has good level
of capability in tracking time varying channel owing to closed-
loop operation. In open-loop technique, the echo cancellation
performance is directly coupled with echo channel estimation
error. For better echo cancellation, more accurate channel
estimation is required and consequently, we will need to
average the impulse response for longer period of time. This
means that the capability of tracking time varying channel
is fundamentally limited. However, in closed-loop technique,
when the residual echo signal Z(t) = Y (t) − E(t) becomes
suddenly large due to any reason, the power of second term in
right hand side of (26) which drives the weights is increased
as well. Therefore, the weights are immediately changed to
reduce the power |Z(t)|2.
F. Discussions
Although in the simulations two echoes are assumed, mul-
tiple echoes with same delay can be treated as one echo. In
reality the delay spread of echoes should be measured, and
first and second tap delays should be decided in order to
cover the delay spread. If the tap delay difference is too large,
more taps are needed between these two taps in order to make
sure the normalized tap delay difference between neighboring
taps B|τk+1 − τk| to be sufficiently small. For any pair of
neighboring taps, we added only one echo with delay equal to
the middle of two neighboring taps. As demonstrated earlier,
this is the worst case scenario. The residual echo power is
less dependent on the number of echoes but more on the
total echo power and normalized delay difference B|τ − τk|
where τ is echo delay and τk is the delay of nearest tap. In
order to have sufficient degrees of freedom, the number of
taps should be large enough to cover the delay spread and
minimize normalized delay difference B|τ − τk|.
We emphasize that RF implementations for adaptive du-
plexers or duplexer free systems [4], [15] are similar to our
proposed structure except weight calculation algorithm as
those use the same building blocks such as phase shifters and
variable attenuators in passband. In addition, echoes appear at
receive chain via either circulator or duplexer. However, those
prototypes make a null at a particular frequency, which means
that the algorithm does not take care of other frequencies.
Thus, it cannot create wide null and out-of-band power can be
large. In contrast, our scheme chooses weights which minimize
the power of echo canceller output over whole band. Hence,
out-of-band residual echo power is not higher than in-band
residual echo power. Of course, by filtering z(t) weights can be
optimized for a particular band. It is interesting to note RFIC
product [16], [17] in which adaptive blind receive beamform-
ing is implemented in analogue domain. From [17] it is evident
that weights are adaptively calculated in analogue baseband
and applied in passband to achieve receive beamforming in RF.
The high level structure which implements adaptive algorithm
in [17] is similar to our proposal although the objective and
detail algorithms are different.
From simulation results within 20 ∼ 30 symbols (0.23
∼ 0.35 msec) the residual echo powers reach -70 ∼ -77
dBm. Note that the weights are initialized to lowest positive
values which are irrelevant to echo channel impulse response.
However, the weights are quickly trained to reduce the residual
echo power to -70 ∼ -77 dBm. For extra 10 ∼ 20 dB suppres-
sion, 1 ∼ 2 ×105 symbols are needed. For faster convergence,
variable step-size can be applied. Initially, the algorithm can
start with large step-size (meaning large bandwidth of low
pass filter) for faster initial convergence and later the step-size
can be reduced for refinement and reducing noise impact. By
well-designed training sequence, fast convergence and small
variation of residual echo power can be obtained as well.
Adaptation of weights can be done in initial start-up of the
device or during production. Moreover, lower power training
sequence can be used to update the weights before entering
network. Note that unlike echo channel in an echo canceller
that employs separate transmit and receive antennas, echo
channel at circulator can vary over time with much slower
rates. Therefore, it is sufficient to calculate weights in the
initial power up. In order to compensate any possible drift of
circulator channel, it is adequate to update the weights during
preamble or for a short period during which no reception
of signal is expected or the received power is small. Since
updating weights does not have to be performed always,
additional power consumption due to multiple downconverters
and weight calculation blocks can be insignificant.
We demonstrated the feasibility of the echo canceller im-
plementation in analogue domain with RF impairments. Given
degrees of freedom such as number of taps and tap delay dif-
ference, the adaptive technique searches best weights such that
echo power is minimized over entire band. Impairments will
interfere convergence and may increase residual echo power.
However, the negative feedback mechanism provides a certain
extent of immunity to impairments. When baseband noise
is high and dynamic range of variable attenuator is limited,
digital baseband echo cancellation can be accompanied. It is
also clear that the proposed technique can be easily extended
to any MIMO system. However, one should note that in that
case the echo cancellation complexity will be exponentially
increased due to the cross talks coming from adjacent transmit
antennas. Nonetheless, applying analogue echo cancellation
to MIMO systems is not impossible. It is apparent from the
formulations that the echo does not have to be the same type
of radio signal as received signal. For example r(t) can be
WLAN signal while x(t) can be Bluetooth signal.
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Fig. 8. Frame (a) s-STR: send a dummy packet(A∼) upon successful recep-
tion of the header (b) i-STR: example of collision (c) d-STR: asynchronous
arrival of transmit and receive packets.
III. MAC LEVEL SIMULATIONS IN CSMA NETWORKS
In this section the benefits of STR in CSMA networks are
studied. We explore both single cell and multiple cells in order
to study the effect of STR in reducing the hidden node issue
and improving throughput. It is assumed that any node has
the same coverage radius r and signal is not reached beyond
the radius. Hence, any two nodes within a distance of r can
sense each other’s channel activity. The hidden node problem
is the major source of collisions. In a cell, downlink signal
can be detected over entire cell coverage. Therefore, during
downlink no collision will happen. However, in uplink when
one terminal is located at cell edge while other terminal is
located at the cell edge in the opposite side of the cell, these
two terminals are hidden from each other. Thus, the packets
from these two nodes can collide with each other. It is hard
to eliminate the hidden node issue in CSMA networks due to
the nature of channel sensing mechanism. However, it is clear
that STR can reduce the hidden node issue. In fact, in a single
cell the hidden node problem can be completely resolved by
employing STR and sending a dummy packet. More precisely,
as illustrated in Fig. 8 (a), whenever an AP or terminal receives
a designated packet (A), if it sends a dummy packet (A∼),
hidden nodes can sense the channel as busy and therefore they
will hold packets. We refer to this technique as s-STR.
Unfortunately, there is another source of collision. In real
world systems, it takes some time for any node to detect
energy, or decode a header and make a decision on channel
activity. In other words, it is not instant to decide whether the
channel is busy or idle. Let h be the elapsed time for detecting
the energy of received signal or decoding a header represented
in percentage of packet duration. When h is non-zero, some
collisions occur that are unavoidable even by means of STR.
Of course in a single cell scenario with STR capability and
only one active terminal, no collision occurs even with non-
zero h. However, in general the collisions due to non-zero h
overshadows the gain of STR.
In order to further improve collision avoidance, we intro-
duce i-STR which utilizes the dummy packet as an implicit
ACK. Unlike traditional ACK, the implicit ACK is very
immediate with the delay of only h while traditional ACK
has the delay of at least one packet duration. We can devise
a protocol based on receiving the implicit ACK or not. For
example, a destination node receiving a packet will send a
dummy packet (i.e. implicit ACK) only during the period
of the arriving packet if the destination successfully decodes
the header of the packet. If the source node can detect the
header of the implicit ACK from the destination node, it
continues its current transmission. Otherwise, it stops the
current transmission. Likewise, when the destination node
cannot decode the header, it will not transmit the implicit
ACK. Then, the source node stops the transmission. This
modification will release the channel much earlier than simply
sending the packet and corresponding dummy packet over
the whole duration of the packet. As a result, other potential
nodes can access the channel. After successful reception of the
header at the destination node, as in s-STR, a dummy packet
is sent by the destination node. Fig. 8 (b) shows an example
of i-STR when the header of dummy packet was collided at
source node. Then, the source cannot detect the header of
the implicit ACK. It decides no ACK transmission from the
destination at time 2h. The source stops packet transmission
at time 2h. Then, the destination node stops dummy packet
transmission as well. By this fast interaction and stopping
transmission when collision is detected, instead of wasting the
channel, other potential nodes can utilize it.
Simulation results for a single hop network with non-slotted
transmissions, and nonpersistent CSMA [18] are presented
in Fig. 9. Propagation delay is assumed to be zero in order
to isolate hidden node problem from throughput degradation
due to increased contention as a result of propagation delay.
Terminals are assumed to be evenly and randomly distributed
over the entire coverage area and operate in an infrastructure
mode communicating through a central node (AP). Each
packet is of constant length and packet arrival follows Poisson
process. In practice, a collision does not necessarily result in
packet error thanks to the near-far effect and advanced receiver.
However, in our simulations we treat all collisions as packet
errors. We show throughput S as a function of offered load G
assuming that downlink traffic is 80% which is favorable to
non-STR systems. In the figures the throughput of ideal CSMA
(with no hidden node) is illustrated and can be considered as
an upper bound. The throughput expression for ideal CSMA
is known as
S =
G
1 +G
. (31)
Note that S is the average number of transmitted packets
without collision per transmission time and G includes not
only newly arrived packets but also packets waiting for re-
transmissions.
For multiple cell scenario we consider a 7-cell non-
overlapping lay-out with one central cell and 6 cells sur-
rounding the central cell. The data is collected from the
center cell. The distance between cell centers is 2r. In this
scenario when downlink and uplink are synchronized over
all cells, no collision occurs between cells. However, perfect
synchronization is impossible in random access. In general,
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Fig. 9. Throughput comparisons, DL traffic=80%: (a) s-STR in single cell (b) s-STR in multiple cells (c) i-STR in single cell (d) i-STR in multiple cells.
presence of neighboring cells increases the collisions and
causes exposed node problem. As a result, throughput drop
is unavoidable.
When h = 0%, collisions come from only hidden nodes.
However, s-STR and i-STR systems do not have any col-
lision thanks to the dummy packet and, as it can be seen
in Fig. 9 (a) and (c), the corresponding throughput curves
match ideal CSMA. In contrast, non-STR system suffers from
hidden nodes even with h = 0%. This is clear evidence that
the dummy packet in s-STR and i-STR systems completely
resolves the hidden node issue. Apparently, i-STR outperforms
s-STR in both single cell and multiple cells since i-STR
releases the channel earlier when a collision is detected.
In multiple cells additional loss is observed. The loss is
more significant in non-STR systems. In fact in multiple cell
case, the dummy packet from terminal can create collision to
neighboring downlink signal. However, the gains from s-STR
and i-STR in all other cases are more dominant.
Now we further modify i-STR as follows. Instead of sending
a dummy packet, the destination node transmits a packet which
contains information. It is apparent that the throughput will be
doubled whenever the destination node sends a packet while
it receives a packet. However, due to random packet arrival,
it is not always a realistic assumption that the arrivals of
transmit and receive packet are synchronized. To be realistic
we again assume Poisson distribution for packet arrival. In
this asynchronous transmission, new packet B as shown in
Fig. 8 (c) will overwrite the dummy packet A∼. The header
for the implicit ACK for new packet B can be embedded or
interleaved in the packet A. This technique will be referred
to as d-STR. In d-STR, the ideal throughput is obtained as
follows
S =
pG
1 + pG
+
(1 − p)G
1 + (1− p)G
(32)
where p represents the probability of downlink packet. Notice
that as G goes to infinity, the throughput S converges to 2
when p 6= 1 and p 6= 0. Since asynchronous transmit and
receive packet generation is assumed, we define following
probability
• b=Prob{randomly assign d-STR mode to a link among
on-going uplink (or downlink) transmissions when newly
generated packet is downlink (or uplink) packet}.
Fig. 10 (a) and (b) show the throughput when b = 100%.
In a single cell, d-STR can achieve the ideal throughput with
h = 0% and negligible loss with h > 0% is observed.
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Fig. 10. Throughput comparisons in d-STR, DL traffic=80%: (a) single cell, b = 100% (b) multiple cells, b = 100% (c) single cell, b = 25% (d) multiple
cells, b = 25%.
TABLE II
IMPROVEMENT OF MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OVER NON-STR : DOWNLINK TRAFFIC = 80%
h
Single cell Multiple cells
s-STR i-STR d-STR d-STR s-STR i-STR d-STR d-STR
(b=25%) (b=100%) (b=25%) (b=100%)
0% 22.8% 22.8% 143% 145% 32.1% 47.2% 66.6% 67.9%
1% 14.0% 22.6% 107% 149% 20.4% 45.3% 52.8% 58.6%
5% 7.9% 21.2% 62.2% 166% 10.7% 37.3% 40.9% 46.6%
10% 5.4% 18.8% 46.2% 185% 5.7% 29.6% 33.2% 41.1%
b = 100% means new packet will be assigned to current
node whenever current on-going packet is in the opposite
direction of the new packet. However, note that during an
UL transmission, when new UL packet from hidden node
is arrived during non-zero h, there will be a collision. Thus,
some loss is observed with h > 0%. Nevertheless, this loss is
negligible. Unlike in single cell, in multiple cells the huge
gain is not observed as seen in Fig. 10 (b) and (d). We
bring attention to effectively longer packet duration in d-
STR as illustrated in Fig. 8 (c). In multiple cells, due to
this longer packet duration at neighboring cells, the chance
of simultaneous transmission and reception of packets at the
same node becomes smaller. This is because longer packet
at neighboring cell increases the chance of holding a packet
due to CSMA mechanism. Due to this increased chance of
holding packets, the throughput does not drop to zero yet as
the offered load increases. By decreasing the probability b
to 25% some loss is observed as expected due to much less
chance of simultaneous transmission and reception of packets
at a given node. Note that assuming no hidden node in a
single cell, the probability b can be translated to the probability
of simultaneous transmission and reception of packets only
when the load goes to infinity. Otherwise, the actual chance
of enjoying the twice gain by simultaneous transmission and
reception is much smaller than b. It is obvious that when load
is low, the chance of transmitting one packet while receiving
another one at the same node is small due to random arrival
of packets.
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TABLE III
IMPROVEMENT OF MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT OVER NON-STR : DOWNLINK TRAFFIC = 50%
h
Single cell Multiple cells
s-STR i-STR d-STR d-STR s-STR i-STR d-STR d-STR
(b=25%) (b=100%) (b=25%) (b=100%)
0% 63.2% 63.2% 224% 226% 76.0% 89.2% 115% 116%
1% 43.0% 60.0% 188% 231% 49.1% 83.9% 95.5% 101%
5% 27.2% 49.6% 119% 253% 26.9% 64.2% 73.1% 81.4%
10% 19.0% 39.2% 84.6% 279% 16.3% 46.7% 56.1% 67.4%
Table II and III summarize the gain of STR over non-STR
in maximum throughput. It is clear that the gain is larger with
smaller downlink traffic. Not only peak throughput but also
the throughput at high load is important. As WLAN becomes
more popular and the demand grows, the load can be very high
especially during busy hours at convention centers, airports,
etc. It is highly desirable to handle high volume of traffic
without too much collisions and delays. STR systems help a
lot in this heavy traffic scenarios. With high load like G > 100,
in non-STR systems the throughput drops quickly.
IV. SYSTEM LEVEL SIMULATIONS IN CELLULAR SYSTEMS
STR gain can be immediately enjoyed in any isolated link.
However, as mentioned earlier, in cellular systems, we face
two unique interferences due to multiple co-channel cells:
BS-BS and UE-UE interferences. In this section we propose
methods to address these interferences and present system
level evaluation results.
TABLE IV
SYSTEM LEVEL SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameters AssumptionsSmall Cell Large Cell
Carrier frequency 2 GHz
System bandwidth 10 MHz
Antenna gain at BS 14 dBi (0.5λ width, 4λ height)
Number of antennas at BS 4
Number of antennas at UE 1 with 0 dBi gain
Transmit power at BS 23 dBm 46 dBm
Transmit power at UE 0 dBm 23 dBm
BS antenna height 7.25 m 25 m
UE antenna height 1.5 m
Inter site distance 122 m 500 m
Cell radius 71 m 289 m
Shadow fading Log-normal with 8 dB
standard deviation [19]
Fast fading zero mean complex Gaussian
with a variance equal to 1
Noise level -174 dBm/Hz
Noise figure at BS 5 dB
Noise figure at UE 9 dB
A. Simulation Conditions
In our simulations a wrap-around hexagonal grid of 19
cell sites with three sectors per site, and parameters given
in Table IV are considered. Furthermore, 3GPP simulation
conditions [19] are followed in general including correlation
of shadow fading between cells, etc. However, regarding fast
fading, blockwise flat fading is assumed. It is also assumed that
any link between BS and UE occupies the whole bandwidth
unless mentioned otherwise.
For UE-to-BS and BS-to-UE channels, 3GPP path loss
model [19] is considered with 20 dB penetration loss as shown
in Fig. 11. BS-BS path loss model is based on coexistence
study [20]. This model assumes dual-slope LoS propagation:
free-space propagation until a certain breakpoint distance and
increased attenuation beyond the breakpoint due to diffrac-
tion/reflection effects. The breakpoint distance depends on
transmitter and receiver heights, and wavelength λ. Notice
that, as the propagation between two base stations is LoS,
no shadow fading is considered in this model. BS-BS path
loss is illustrated in Fig. 11. Note that the breakpoint with
given parameters is beyond 1200 m and thus it is not shown
in this figure. Similar to BS-BS, UE-UE path loss model is
borrowed from coexistence study [20]. The model consists of
two separate regions of LoS and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) with
a rapid decrease in signal level between the two regions (at
a transition point). The path loss in each region depends on
carrier frequency, UE-UE distance and location percentage,
p. Besides, p determines the location of transition point. As
it is observed from Fig. 11, with larger location percentage
p, path loss becomes larger. Moreover, the transition from
LoS to NLoS occurs at a smaller distance. Therefore, with
smaller location percentage p, UEs suffer more from UE-
UE interference while larger location percentage p results in
smaller UE-UE interference in the system. In addition to the
described UE-UE path loss, a penetration loss of 20 dB is
added with 50% probability to each UE-UE link to model
in-building propagation.
B. BS-BS Interference
As discussed in Section I, with STR at BS, BS-BS in-
terference is an extremely serious issue in cellular systems
and overwhelms weak UL signal. Hence, serious loss of
UL capacity is observed unless this interference is greatly
reduced. In order to cope with BS-BS interference, we suggest
a null forming in elevation angle at BS antennas. As tilting
is employed at each BS and every BS has similar height,
by simply creating nulls at the vicinity of 90◦ in elevation
angle, BS-BS interference can be avoided. First, we split
each 4λ height antenna to eight 1/2λ elements vertically
stacked. Notice that as the effective sizes of the antennas in
the two configurations are equivalent, antenna gains will be
unchanged. Since we have 4 elements horizontally, we have
two dimensional 4× 8 antenna array. Assuming that M ×N
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Fig. 12. Beam patterns with and without null forming: (a) Elevation angle
(b) Azimuth angle.
planar array is located at x-z plane facing toward positive y-
axis with 1/2λ spacing of all elements, we have the following
beam pattern
A(θ, φ) =∣∣∣∣∣ 1MN
M−1∑
m=0
N−1∑
n=0
wm,ne
jmpi sin(θ) cos(φ)ejnpi cos(θ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
A0(θ, φ)
(33)
where wm,n is the weight for (m,n)-th element, M is the
number of horizontal elements, N is the number of vertical
elements, θ is elevation angle measured from positive z-axis,
φ is azimuth angle measured from positive x-axis toward
positive y-axis in x-y plane, and A0(θ, φ) is the beam pattern
of 1/2λ height and 1/2λ width rectangular antenna element.
By ignoring antenna coupling, etc., the following ideal beam
pattern is obtained 1
A0(θ, φ) =
∣∣∣∣Sinc
(
cos(θ)
2
)
Sinc
(
sin(θ) cos(φ)
2
)∣∣∣∣
2
. (34)
The above pattern (33) is used for 0 ≤ φ, θ ≤ π and scaled
down by 25 dB for the backlobe (φ > π). Although we can
make a null at an arbitrary azimuth and elevation angle, we
create a null at particular elevation angle over the entire range
of azimuth angle for simplicity. Therefore, the weight wm,n
can be split into horizontal and vertical weights as shown
below
wm,n = w
h
mw
v
n (35)
where superscript (·)h and (·)v represent horizontal and
vertical weight, respectively. The horizontal weights {whm}
come from conventional closed-loop or open-loop MIMO
techniques. In this paper without loss of generality we assume
whm = 1. With 15◦ electrical down tilting, the vertical weights
become
wvn = e
−jnpi cos(105pi/180). (36)
In order to create nulls MMSE beamforming is used. Then,
the following row vector creates nulls toward {θk, k 6= 0}
while maintaining main beam direction θ0
wv = aH(θ0)

a(θ0)aH(θ0) +∑
k 6=0
a(θk)a
H(θk) + ǫI


−1
(37)
where a(θ0) = [1 ejpi cos(θ0) · · · ej(N−1)pi cos(θ0)]T is an array
vector toward main beam direction θ0, ǫ controls the depth
of nulls, and superscript (·)H represents complex conjugate
transpose. We normalize the weight vector by maximum
magnitude of its elements so that the magnitude of any element
does not exceed 1
1Although not shown in this paper, system level simulations results showed
no significant difference between this pattern and the one considered in 3GPP
evaluations.
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wv = wv/max
n
|wvn|. (38)
The above normalization is more practical in transmit beam-
forming than finite norm of the weight vector although some
loss of power is expected in transmission mode. The null
forming is applied to both transmit and receive beam, which
will relax the requirement on the depth of nulls. We create
wide nulls from 89◦ to 91◦ for 25 m high BS antennas to
allow variation of antenna heights from 16.3 m to 33.7 m at
neighboring BSs located at 500 m distance.
Fig. 12 (a) illustrates beam patterns with and without null
forming as a function of elevation angle at 90◦ azimuth angle.
With 15◦ electrical tilting, the beam pattern of 12 antenna
elements without null forming has high gain at around 90◦
elevation angle. However, the beam of 8 antenna elements
has a null at 90.5◦. Hence, by changing the tilting angle to
14.5◦, the null points to 90◦. Unfortunately, the null is not wide
enough to accommodate the variation of the antenna heights.
Hence, for wider nulls, we apply the proposed technique to
both 8 and 12 antenna elements. Two vertical lines around 90◦
in the Fig. 12 (a) show the range of nulls and two horizontal
lines represent the targets on the depth of nulls for the small
and large cell. Since the transmit power in the small cell is
23 dB smaller while the path loss from the first tier BSs
is 12.3 dB smaller, the requirement on the depth of nulls is
looser in the small cell. Vertical line at 94.65◦ represents the
elevation angle pointing to cell edge UEs. Due to null forming
we observe some loss in signal power especially at cell edge.
One option to fix this is to reduce the cell size. Since the path
loss exponent of BS-BS channel is smaller than that of BS-
UE channel, reducing the cell size will help to improve cell
edge performance. Also by increasing the number of antenna
elements we can overcome the loss to certain extent as seen
in the Fig. 12 (a). From 90◦ to 94.65◦ it is noticeable that the
gain of beam due to null forming is smaller than the gain of
the beam pattern without null forming. Thus, it reduces the
co-channel interference to and from neighboring cells. Due to
the reduction in interference power, although the signal power
is reduced due to null forming, in interference limited systems
not much loss of capacity is observed at cell edge, and a gain
in cell center is possible. Fig. 12 (b) shows the beam patterns
as a function of azimuth angle at 90◦ elevation angle. It is clear
that over entire range of horizontal angle the beams with null
forming meet the requirements on the depth of nulls. Due to
the assumption of 25 dB backlobe rejection, null forming and
40 dB path loss at 1 m, BS-BS interferences between sectors
at the same site is negligible as well.
Fig. 13 depicts the CDFs of UL capacity with various
weight vectors in the large cell. The large cell is worse than
the small cell regarding BS-BS interference especially in cell
edge performance. Thus, we show the CDFs of the large cell.
In order to simulate various antenna heights, we randomly
choose BS-BS angle between 89◦ and 91◦. Throughout this
paper we treat non-STR system as a reuse 2 system since DL
and UL require separate non-overlapping resources. Therefore,
we divide non-STR capacity by two. As seen in Fig. 13,
due to BS-BS interference, STR exhibits serious loss of
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Fig. 13. CDF of UL capacity in large cell.
capacity unless null forming is employed. When null forming
is employed, the CDF of STR capacity approaches twice the
non-STR capacity. Although due to null forming some loss
in signal power is observed, this loss can be overcome by
reducing the cell size without changing the transmit power and
antenna gain, or by increasing the number of antenna elements.
C. UE-UE Interference
The significance of UE-UE interference depends on its
power relative to BS-UE interference power. With random
choice of p in each UE-UE link in the range of 25% < p <
99%, we observed that UE-UE interference is more severe
than BS-UE interference in the small cell but weaker in the
large cell. Hence, we can ignore UE-UE interference in the
large cell since BS-UE interference is more dominant. Fig.
14 demonstrates the gain of DL capacity including UE-UE
interference impact when 25% < p < 99%. Clearly, STR
achieves twice of non-STR capacity almost everywhere. Note
that the STR capacity with null forming can be better than
twice of non-STR capacity. This comes from the fact that
null forming reduces co-channel interference. Thus, in the
interference limited system, when null forming is employed,
the capacity of STR can be more than double of non-STR
capacity except at cell edge. The cell edge performance can
be improved by adjusting the cell size to compensate the
signal power loss due to null forming. When UE-UE channel
model is favorable, STR combined with null forming results
in significant gains in both DL and UL.
However, it is obvious that when UE-UE path loss is
smaller than BS-UE path loss, UE-UE interference will be
more dominant than BS-UE interference. In the small cell the
distance between UEs becomes smaller as the cell radius is
70.6 m. As it can be observed from Fig. 11, when p = 25%,
in distances up to 115 m, UE-UE channel is LoS and its path
loss is always much less than the one for BS-UE. For example
at 115 m, UE-UE path loss is 75 dB while BS-UE path loss
is 113 dB even though BS has higher antenna height than
UE. Thus, UE-UE interference is more dominant in small cell
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Fig. 15. Basic resource block structure for UE-UE interference reduction.
in this setting. In practice there is a correlation between BS-
UE and UE-UE channel model. When UE-UE channel has
high chance of LoS, BS-UE may also have high chance of
LoS. However, due to lack of channel models that include
such correlation, we study the system level performances with
various values of p to simulate different environments.
It is apparent that coordination over multiple cells can
reduce UE-UE interference by joint scheduling. For example,
when two UEs see strong UE-UE interference from each other,
scheduler can schedule them in orthogonal resources. There is
no doubt that through the coordination, UE-UE interference
can be avoided. The UE-UE interference from neighboring
sectors at sector boundary is also considerably significant in
reuse 1. Since a coordination between sectors from the same
site is relatively easier, the coordination in the same site is
quite feasible. In addition aggregating multiple BSs at one
physical signal processing center is being developed called
Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) which makes the
coordination easier. Recently, a coordination among multiple
BSs has been defined in 3GPP [21]. By exchanging location
information of UEs among neighboring BSs, to some degree
we can avoid UE-UE interference as well. In general, some
form of coordination will be made available in near future.
However, in this work, for the sake of simplicity we focus
on a technique which does not require any coordination.
Under this constraint, there is no other way than turning
off some UEs’ UL transmissions which create severe UE-UE
interferences to other UEs. Thus, DL capacity can be improved
at the cost of UL capacity. For this end, we start off with
half duplex. A basic resource block is suggested in Fig. 15
where the resource block is split into two parts. One for DL
centric resource with size of TD and the other for UL centric
resource with size of TU . Note that a packet is transmitted
using multiple of the basic resource blocks. During the DL
centric resource, UEs which can benefit from additional UL
transmission by STR are selected for STR operation. This
additional UL will be a gain in UL capacity but it creates UE-
UE interferences to the DL signals in other cells. Obviously
the additional UL gain should be larger than the DL loss. Due
to the assumption of no coordination, we simply check DL
signal power-to-interference and noise power ratio (SINR) in
order to choose STR enabled UEs during the DL resource.
Likewise, over the UL duration, we search UEs which can
provide net gain by enabling DL transmission using STR. The
DL signal for the STR UE will not interfere with UL signals
due to null forming at BS. However, it creates conventional
DL co-channel interference to other DL signals in neighboring
cells.
Unlike DL co-channel interference from BS to UE, UE-
UE interference is dependent on the locations of other UEs.
Thus, information on which UEs are scheduled in other BSs
is necessary. We need to address how to obtain DL SINR that
includes UE-UE interferences without knowing the scheduling
decisions of neighboring BSs. We suggest the following: first,
each BS schedules UE. Then, the scheduled UE sends UL
pilots without sending data yet. Using the UL Pilots, the UE
measures the interferences from other UEs in co-channel BSs.
Then, the UE calculates DL SINR assuming STR operation
in all UEs. Afterwards, each UE reports the DL SINR to the
home BS. If the DL SINR is lower than a certain threshold,
UE is scheduled to operate in non-STR mode in successive
resource. Otherwise, it is scheduled to operate in STR mode.
The thresholds for DL and UL centric resources may be
different in general. In addition, by optimizing the amount
of resources assigned to DL and UL centric zones, capacity
can be further improved. Thus, we have three dimensional
optimization problem. The proposed resource block structure
provides good flexibility between DL and UL capacity.
However, one difficulty in solving this optimization problem
is the lack of a well-known cost function that can capture gains
in cell edge and cell average in both DL and UL. In general
different cost functions can be considered depending on the
application and the required gain in each parameter. Here, our
objective is to simply maximize the sum of all gains i.e., DL
cell edge gain + UL cell edge gain + DL cell average gain +
UL cell average gain.
Table V-VII show gains in average and 5% cell edge
capacity of STR with null forming over non-STR with 8
antennas without null forming. First, consider the large cell.
As discussed earlier in this case, UE-UE interference is not a
serious problem. It can be seen from Table V that more than
100% of gain in DL cell average capacity can be achieved by
STR with null forming in both 8 and 12 antennas and decent
gain in cell edge with 12 antennas. The gains beyond 100%
in cell average come from the reduction of DL co-channel
interference due to null forming. However, since UL is less
interference limited, the gain is smaller. The cell edge capacity
is not close to twice of non-STR capacity since the signal
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TABLE V
IMPROVEMENT OF CAPACITY OVER NON-STR WITH 8 ANTENNAS AND NO NULL FORMING: LARGE CELL
Number DL UL
of p >0.25 p >0.37 p >0.5
Antennas Mean Edge Mean Edge Mean Edge Mean Edge
8 100.6% -35.0% 103.0% 0.2% 103.8% 17.5% 42.8% -50.0%
12 116.8% 2.2% 119.3% 46.7% 120.1% 66.7% 90.9% 32.8%
TABLE VI
IMPROVEMENT OF CAPACITY OVER NON-STR WITH 8 ANTENNAS AND NO NULL FORMING: SMALL CELL
Number DL UL
of p >0.25 p >0.37
Antennas Mean Edge Mean Edge Mean Edge
8 37.7% -92.6% 69.8% -80.9% 55.8% -27.5%
12 55.3% -82.4% 84.8% -59.7% 83.5% 36.2%
TABLE VII
IMPROVEMENT OF CAPACITY OVER NON-STR WITH 8 ANTENNAS AND NO NULL FORMING: SMALL CELL, USING THE RESOURCE BLOCK STRUCTURE
Number DL UL
of p >0.25 p >0.37 p >0.25 p >0.37
Antennas Mean Edge Mean Edge Mean Edge Mean Edge
8 64.6% 2.0% 81.1% -0.9% 0.2% -53.2% 27.9% -45.7%
12 71.3% 6.9% 92.1% 17.1% 44.6% 8.4% 63.7% 16.3%
power loss is unavoidable at cell edge due to null forming.
Next, let us consider the case where UE-UE interference is
more dominant than DL co-channel interference i.e. small cell
with small p. As it can be observed from Table VI, without
addressing UE-UE interference, cell edge users experience
serious loss in DL capacity. Nevertheless, by employing the
proposed resource block structure and optimizing above cost
function, positive gains can be achieved with STR and 12
antennas by sacrificing UL capacity as shown in Table VII.
Although we assumed that each UE uses the whole band-
width for time division multiplexing (TDM), it is possible
to allocate fraction of bandwidth to each UE for frequency
division multiplexing (FDM). Then, UE-UE interference will
be larger unless the power spectral density is maintained the
same. In addition, due to proximate UEs, in the same sector
higher resolution ADC will be needed. Due to path loss, the
saturation at LNA can be avoided.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have suggested an echo cancellation technique which
can be implemented in analogue domain and demonstrated
sufficient suppression of echo before LNA. The technique is
robust to RF impairments exhibiting outstanding performance
without requiring additional antennas.
STR can be employed in CSMA networks. We showed that
STR can reduce the hidden node problem and the suggested
protocols improve throughput in both single and multiple cells.
The application of STR to cellular systems creates BS-BS
and UE-UE interferences. We have provided a solution for
the complete cancellation of BS-BS interference. For UE-UE
interference, we studied non-cooperative method.
APPENDIX A
First, we define normalized correlation as
r
Y X =
1
P
E{X(t− τ)[X∗(t− τ1) X
∗(t− τ2)]}
= [Sinc(B(τ − τ1)) Sinc(B(τ − τ2))] (A.1)
where P is the average power of X(t). Similarly, define
normalized auto-correlation as
rXX =
1
P[
E{X(t− τ1)X
∗(t− τ1)} E{X(t− τ1)X
∗(t− τ2)}
E{X(t− τ2)X
∗(t− τ1)} E{X(t− τ2)X
∗(t− τ1)}
]
=
[
1 Sinc(B(τ1 − τ2))
Sinc(B(τ2 − τ1)) 1
]
. (A.2)
Then, the cross correlation vector can be written as
RY X = E{Y (t)XH(t)} = gejωτP rY X D (A.3)
where D is a diagonal matrix defined as
D =
[
e−jωτ1 0
0 e−jωτ2
]
. (A.4)
Likewise, the auto-correlation matrix can be expressed as
RXX = E{X(t)XH(t)} = PD∗rXX D. (A.5)
The weight vector for the Wiener solution is obtained by
WT = RY XR−1XX = ge
jωτ r
Y X r
−1
XX
D. (A.6)
After manipulations, the residual echo power defined in the
denominator of (12) is in the form of
E{|gX(t− τ)ejωτ − WTX(t)|2} = g2P − g2P r
Y X r
−1
XX
rH
Y X
.
(A.7)
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Finally, the suppression level of echo power (11) is calcu-
lated from
Suppression = 1
1− r
Y X r
−1
XX
rH
Y X
. (A.8)
APPENDIX B
In order to give some insight on how phase noise affects
the performance, without loss of generality, the following
simplified model is considered. We consider one echo and
assume ideal knowledge of the delay. With one tap echo
canceller and zero valued weight initially, we have
Z(t) = HX(t) (B.1)
where H = |H |ejθh is the echo channel response. The echo
channel estimation for in-phase which drives the weight is
Re{X∗(t)Z(t)} = |H ||X(t)|2cos(θh). (B.2)
Ideally, the weight should converge to
w = |H |cos(θh). (B.3)
However, the echo channel estimation (B.2) is far from
|H |cos(θh) unless it is divided by |X(t)|2. In addition, the
echo channel estimation will be corrupted by noise and various
impairments. Note also that random OFDM signal X(t) has
large peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR). Hence, in adaptive
echo canceller, the echo channel estimation is low-pass filtered
by an integrator with very small step-size µ as the echo
channel estimation is quite noisy. Thus, the estimation error in
echo channel estimation does not directly appear in the weight.
As far as the sign of Re{X∗(t)Z(t)} is equal to the sign of
true echo channel |H |cos(θh), the weight will be gradually
updated toward the true echo channel until the power of Z(t)
is small enough. Due to this nature, even if the echo channel
estimation is not perfect and corrupted by impairments and
noise, the adaptive echo canceller can converge.
Now, let us add all impairments such as phase/amplitude
imbalance and phase noise. The phase noise difference and
sum between downconverters for X(t) and Z(t) are defined
by
εx−z(t) = ϕx(t)− ϕz(t), εx+z(t) = ϕx(t) + ϕz(t).
Define the phase imbalance difference and sum of in-phase
and quadrature phase between downconverters for X(t) and
Z(t) as following
δi−i = φx,i − φz,i, δq−q = φx,q − φz,q,
δi+i = φx,i + φz,i, δq+q = φx,q + φz,q,
δi−q = φx,i − φz,q, δq−i = φx,q − φz,i,
δi+q = φx,i + φz,q, δq+i = φx,q + φz,i.
Then, the echo channel estimation can be written as shown
in (B.4) where θx(t) is the angle of X(t) assuming uniformly
distributed over 0 to 2π and ∆ is the phase difference between
downconverters for Z(t) and X(t). When in majority of
samples the sign of Re{X˜∗(t)Z˜(t)} is equal to the sign of
|H |cos(θh), the weight will be updated to the right direction.
Due to random time varying phase from transmitted signal
θx(t), phase noise ϕx(t) and ϕz(t), the echo channel estima-
tion will fluctuate. However, by the low pass filtering, those
time varying noises will be filtered. Since we can assume the
phase noise and the phase of transmitted signal are stationary,
the integration over time can effectively perform ensemble
average. Assuming Gaussian phase noise, the ensemble av-
erage over X(t), ϕx(t) and ϕz(t) leads to (B.5) where σ2 is
the variance of phase noise and P is the average power of
X(t). As can be seen, the phase noise reduces the power of
echo channel estimation. Hence, the performance will be more
sensitive to the noise. When all downconverters are driven
by the same oscillator, the phase noises can be identical. In
this scenario, the phase noise difference εx−z(t) will be zero.
Then, the scale factor e−σ2 disappears as if no phase noise is
present.
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Re{X˜∗(t)Z˜(t)ej∆} =
|H ||X(t)|2
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}]
cos(∆)
−
[
cos(θh)
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gx,qgz,i(sin(δq−i + εx−z(t)) − sin(2θx(t)− δq+i − εx+z(t)))
}
+ sin(θh)
{
gx,igz,q(cos(δi−q + εx−z(t)) + cos(2θx(t)− δi+q − εx+z(t)))+
gx,qgz,i(cos(δq−i + εx−z(t))− cos(2θx(t)− δq+i − εx+z(t)))
}]
sin(∆)
}
.
(B.4)
E{Re{X˜∗(t)Z˜(t)ej∆}} =
e−σ
2
|H |P
2
{[cos(θh) {gx,igz,i cos(δi−i) + gx,qgz,q cos(δq−q)} − sin(θh) {gx,igz,i sin(δi−i) + gx,qgz,q sin(δq−q)}] cos(∆)
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